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A journey of self-discovery
The ego, a collection of lived experiences, fears, emotions, traumas, moments rich in feeling, generating
individual creatures all in one person. In Frammenti#1, the artist launches herself in her personal research.
Connecting to her disciplines of hair hanging and aerial straps, she begins her search for acceptance.
Illuminated by a thousand mirrors, she invites her audience to reflect on, and connect to her journey.
Surrounded by four metal mannequins, she is confronted with her fragmented ego. The exploration of four
personalities helps her to embody her search and to question: Am I a strong woman?
Frammenti#1 is an inner journey; a journey towards acceptance. Every small move towards the darkest
shadows leads the artist to find herself, identify with herself.

Practical informations...
Frammenti#1 is a 30 min work in progress. The creation of the show began in 2020 with the support of
Panama Pictures (dance/circus company, Den Bosch). Subsequently the show won the selection of the
Keep an Eye project, receiving funding and support in the shape of residencies at the De Warande,
Belgium.
The first version of the work in progress was presented at the festival organized by De Warande, September
2021. Further development was presented at Festival Circolo 2021. In July 2022 it was staged at Dominio
Pubblico, Rome. Next performances will be for the Mirabilia Award at Mirabilia Festival, September
2022, Cuneo and at Euforia Circus Festival, Trento.
After these presentations, the team aims to find a coproduction partner for a finalizing residency, allowing
to premiere and tour with the show.
Frammenti#1 is a circus theater show, including hair hanging and aerial straps. It is designed for indoor
spaces (theaters, chapito, any other infrastructure), for front audience.
Suitable for an 8+ audience.
The show requires a 6x6m stage covered with black dancefloor. The distance between stage and point of
hanging should be 7m.
The show needs 5 hanging points: one hanging point for person with a capacity of 500kg WLL and 4 points
per set with a load capacity of 50kg WLL.
In addition, the space needs 2 anchor points: one point per person (load capacity 500kg WLL) and one
point for sets with a load capacity of 50kg WLL.
Dressing rooms with shower and mirror are required for performance (there is a need for mirrors and
reception water for the capillary traction knot).
For more information; design lights, arrangement appendices, do not hesitate to contact Cecilia Rosso.

Cast…

Cecilia Rosso

Cecilia is the director and performer of the show.
Cecilia is an interdisciplinary artist that started her artistic path with circus: Cirko
Vertigo, Grugliasco (2015-2017) and the Academy of Circus and Performance
Art in Tilburg (2017-2021). Her specializations in circus are aerial straps and hair
hanging.
In her projects great attention goes to the interdisciplinary and the union of different arts such as: circus,
dance and theater, as regards the performing arts but also plastic arts, visual and sculptural. In addition her
works focus on the perception of themselves, of others, reflection of themselves in corporate contexts and
identity and acceptance.
Other projects include: Frammenti#2 with a focus on performance art, dance, circus and audience
involvement and Spaces, a sensory experience for the audience consisting of 4 rooms, two kinetic sensory
installations and two performances/installations.

Jakob Lohmann

Jakob covers different figures within the creation, as the dramaturg and also
rigger technician on stage.
Jakob is a multidisciplinary German artist. His first connection to the world of art
takes place through the circus. In 2014 he began his studies at Codarts in
Rotterdam where he graduated in 2018. In 2019 he follows the training of
performing arts in Bologna organized by Anfibia Project.
During the four years at Codarts and the training in Italy, he created various performances and began to find
and develop his own artistic vision and style as a performer. One of his performances as a creator is Being
Audience | Being Performer.

Raphaël Albanese

Raphaël is composer and musician. Belgian multidisciplinary self-taught artist
based in Liège; Raphaël experiments through different arts: photography,
videography, 3D design, painting, drawing, design and installations artistic. In
addition is a breakdancer, quality that brings on stage with the company
Alienated performance of Kelly Vanneste through the work disCART.
His research as an artist is based on the study and experimentation of the relativity between the physical arts
and the arts technology. His research process is divided between pure experimentation and deep technical
research.

Inge den Adel

Inge den Adel is the promoter of the collective. She focuses on the body,
movement, intimacy and human connections, in her work, study and personal life.
After working as a producer for theatre-, film- and circusprojects, she now directs
her focus to the master in Dramaturgy at the University of Antwerp (Theater- and
Filmwetenschappen). She combines this academic development with physical
movement research courses and collaborations with artists.
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